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What is 
Model United Nations?
Model United Nations (MUN) is an 
extracurricular activity in which 
students typically roleplay delegates 
to the United Nations and simulate 
UN Committees. Students have the 
opportunity to participate in various 
MUN conferences organized around 
the world including the MUN 
Conference in Rome and the RSHM 
Global Network of Schools MUN 
Conference with students from sister 
Marymount schools located in 
Europe, England, the U.S.A., Central 
and South America.
 
Model United Nations is a way to 
become a more aware global citizen, 
which has become more important 
than ever for our present and future. 
Furthermore MUN builds confidence, 
leadership and diplomatic skills and 
provides students with an in-depth 
experience of the research, public 
speaking, and teamwork skills needed 
in the diplomatic world and beyond.



Objective of  MS Model 
United Nations

The objective of the Model United 
Nations is to seek, through 
discussion, negotiation and debate, 
solutions to the various problems of 
the world. In the process, the 
participating students learn to adopt 
views and attitudes other than their 
own and break away from narrow 
national interests and develop 
international cooperation and 
intercultural understanding.

The Model United Nations 
contributes in fulfilling the aims and 
goals set by the founders of the 
United Nations’ Charter namely to 
practice tolerance and live together 
in peace with one another as good 
neighbours. Model United Nations 
also offers students an excellent 
opportunity to expand, develop and 
put into practice their language 
skills.



1. Meet new people both within the 
Marymount and the international 
community.

2. Improve public speaking skills.

3. Develop a deep understanding 
of Global Issues.

4. Build diplomacy and negotiation skills.

5. Enhance leadership skills.

Objective of  MS Model 
United Nations

Benefits of  joining 
Marymount’s MS MUN 
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